Planning for our 50th Reunion (June 3-5, 2016) is underway! We want to assemble a book of memories, sharing stories and reflections of your Grinnell experience, whether you were here for all four years or just a portion of your college career. Your contributions (text and photos) will make up this book.

We need your submissions by September 30th.

Contributions may be shared in multiple ways.

- Photos - send to Marilyn Drake Jackson, 4119 Heppner Ln, San Jose, CA 95136. They will be returned to you. Send digital photos to marilyndjackson@gmail.com
- The Listserv - grinnell66@lyris.grinnell.edu. Great avenue for interactive conversation with members of our class. To subscribe, send an email to alumlsrv@grinnell.edu. In the subject line write “Subscribe ’66.”
- Dedicated e-mail address - grinnellmemories66@gmail.com
- Snail mail - Carrie Frederick, 859 F Avenue, Coronado, CA 92118

Limit memories and reflections to one or two paragraphs per topic. We may have to edit for clarity or space.

Here are some ideas to get you started:

Campus Life
- First impressions
- Dorm Life and Housemothers
- Laundry
- Off campus housing
- After hours - Women’s hours
- Sports
- Campus politics

Academics and Requirements
- Moments of pride? Disasters?
- Favorite professors
- Humanities and Historical Studies Readings
- JLA and Senior comprehensive exams
- Swimming Test - PE requirements

Beyond Grinnell: Reflections
- What prof, friend, book, experience, course, etc. changed the way you saw the world?
- If you could relive your college experience, what would you do differently?
- 1966 Yearbook
- Do you have memories to share about classmates we have lost? See list on opposite side.

Do you have talent in text or yearbook editing or publishing? Might you have ideas for our cover design? We would love to have your help on our committee.

Carrie Smiley Frederick and Phyllis Lichtenberg Anderson
grinnellmemories66@gmail.com

THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME TO SHARE!
Deceased Classmates

Sandra Cisna Agvald
Howard Berk
Michael Bosley
James Bruce
John Byrd
Jane Carter
Susan Goldberg Cook
Sandra Copeland
Marc Dorfman
Mark Felton
William Fernbach
Carl Gray
Lester Hackett
Stuart Hall
Nancy Ferguson Hartman
Robert Herman
Margaret Beck Hogenson
Catherine Itzin-Borowy
Marion Mayes Jacewitz
Jerrilynn Johnson
Bruce Kohler
Peter Kollman
Robert Lanier
David Lightbourne
Gregory Mace
Marilyn Nelson
Hugh Pennington
Barbara Plager
Richard Reichmann
John Roberts
Richard Sundling
Joel Thomas
Theresa Hamilton Varner
Sally Wagner
Joan Fenner Weber

Memories of these classmates will be placed in a separate section of our book.